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Abstract 

This paper discusses the development of mesh jet devices for hybrid turbines, including developing Euler's ideas, and 

considers a new patented version of a mesh jet device designed to create guiding devices for turbines. The research methods 

are based on simulations using CFD and additive technologies. An intermediate conclusion is that a new scientific direction 

for the study and creation of mesh jet control systems has been formed as part of developing Euler's ideas. Calculation 

methods showed possible improvements in the performance of jet devices, including the use of curved tubes proposed by 

Euler to create turbines. This study shows that at the nozzle or mixing chamber outlet, the jet can deflect by an angle from 

+180° to -180° within the geometric sphere. This study also shows that the scientific groundwork prepared by Euler is not 

yet fully understood. The ongoing research mainly focuses on creating multi-mode jet devices designed for control systems 

for mesh turbomachines. Here, power consumption from an external source can be reduced to save energy. Some results 

of ongoing studies can also be applied in other industries (for example, when creating hybrid propulsion systems or 

propulsors). The scientific novelty of this work consists of improving the design methodology of jet machinery and 

turbomachines. 
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1. Introduction 

In current conditions, there is a need to solve the urgent problem of energy savings in the implementation of 

production processes, including developing oil and gas fields. The laboratories at Gubkin University solve this problem 

through a series of research studies on developing promising jet devices and turbomachines [1–6]. Their flow channels 

have a mesh structure. In common understanding, a mesh represents a larger geometric area by having smaller discrete 

cells. In a jet device, a set of smaller interconnected mixing chambers replaces a mixing chamber of larger size with the 

formation of flow channels in the form of a mesh structure. The novelty of this scientific development lies in the creation 

of special jet devices to control the velocity vector in an extremely wide range. During physical and numerical 

experiments, the extreme conditions of fluid and gas flow through a nozzle equipped with a velocity vector (or thrust 

vector, according to aviation terminology) control system in the control range for the angle of the velocity vector 
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deviation from +180° to −180° within the geometric sphere were considered for the first time [1, 5]. Simultaneously, 

the question arose about the necessity of selecting scientific directions for further applied research to develop promising 

mesh jet devices for control systems for mesh turbomachines. The authors of this paper developed and published the 

following hypothesis [1–6]: it is reasonable to develop energy-saving technologies and techniques at the junction of two 

scientific and technical directions; the first direction relates to the area of mesh hybrid turbomachines, the second – to 

jet control systems to control the velocity vector (thrust vector). The mesh structure of the turbomachine flow path 

provides strength and rigidity of the rotor structure at low weight. The jet control system has high reliability (due to the 

small number of moving parts) with the low weight of the entire system. 

Jet devices perform the injection process [7] – kinetic energy is transferred from one flow to another by direct contact 

(mixing). The main elements of the jet device are the working nozzle, receiving chamber, mixing chamber, and diffuser. 

The pressure increase in the injected flow without direct mechanical energy consumption is a primary, fundamental 

quality of jet devices. The paper considers the following variants of jet devices – a mixer, propulsor, gas generator, and 

heat exchanger. The mixer is usually a technical device designed to prepare mixtures from initial components in the 

same or different aggregate state. The propulsor is commonly a device that converts the engine energy into network 

output for moving the vehicle through interaction with the environment. The gas generator usually converts solid or 

liquid fuel into a gaseous form when implementing the gasification process. The heat exchanger is a technical device 

for the heat exchange between two media with different temperatures. In regenerative heat exchangers, hot and cold heat 

carriers contact the same surface alternately. The heat accumulates in the wall during contact with the hot heat carrier 

and goes away during contact with the cold heat carrier. 

2. Literature Survey 

It is well-known that production systems for oil and gas production, transportation, and refining actively use 

advanced scientific developments from other industries, including aviation technologies and modified aircraft engines. 

Therefore, conducting a system analysis of structures and generalization of experience in machine design is not confined 

to any one branch but considers the issues from the general positions of machine science, using interdisciplinary and 

even transdisciplinary approaches to organize research. It is well-known that the mesh structure of solid walls makes it 

possible to solve many essential technical problems. Thus, the peculiarities of gas-dynamic processes in developing 

lattice wings [8, 9] and aircraft [10-12] have been studied. 

Patent materials describe jet devices, including electors with nozzles placed in stationary disk supports [13, 14] or 

rotating disk supports [15]. Supersonic electors for various purposes have been actively studied [16–22]. Examples of 

mesh nozzles used in designing electors are known [23–25]. Ejector structures with cylindrical or conical mixing 

chambers are known [26]; however, ejector structures with curved mixing chambers are less known [27, 28]. Recently, 

the Coandă effect has been actively studied in aircraft technologies intended for thrust vector control [29, 30].  

The adjustable nozzle structure using a deflector made in the form of a diaphragm is known [31-33]. For the known 

control systems of the thrust vector (velocity vector), the highest deflection angle of the flow, at the exit from the nozzle, 

can vary in the range from +20° to −20° [34-36]. The adjustable nozzle can have a conical central body, which can 

move in the axial direction [37, 38], or the radial direction [39]. Studies continue on nozzle variants with deflectors of 

various shapes [40], including a cross-shaped nozzle exit channel [41], where the deflectors move independently to 

transmit the directional force to conventional aircraft (roll, pitch, and yaw) and vertical take-off and landing aircraft 

[42]. The variants of aircraft jet systems for performing thrust reverse [43] and thrust enhancement [44, 45] are 

considered separately. Work on creating hybrid aircraft engines and jet vehicles is intensifying [9, 11, 46]. Analyzing 

the published data, one can notice that different methods for controlling the velocity vector (thrust vector) have been 

developed and patented today. Simultaneously, it is possible to note that there is little coverage in the literature about 

the synergistic effect of the simultaneous use of two (or more) different control methods. Investigating synergistic effects 

in jet devices can help solve the urgent problem of energy saving in production processes, including developing oil and 

gas fields. 

The mention publications, scientific developments, and achievements are now considered for their applicability in 

developing promising jet devices and systems. The main project objectives, within the framework of this scientific paper, 

are to identify promising development directions of technologies and techniques using mesh jet devices and jet systems 

and new opportunities for improving the design methodology of mesh jet devices and jet systems as part of the training 

of modern designers. 

The ongoing studies mainly focus on developing multi-mode jet devices and systems operating in complicated 

conditions, including conditions of offshore oil and gas fields. Thus, at the late stage of gas field development, the 

relevant problem has not yet been fully solved, associated with operating booster compressors at the inlet pressure of P1

≤0.5 MPa. Under these conditions, it is difficult to provide cost-effective operation of expensive compressors at a rapid 

change (decrease) in formation pressure at the producing wells. However, gas energy loses and dissipates in the choke 

at the mouth of each well with high-reservoir pressure. Eco-friendly gas energy from wells with high reservoir pressure 

can be applied to operate a booster compressor station and reduce power consumption from an external source. In this 

regard, to solve the problem of energy saving, scientific studies are developing new mesh jet machines and hybrid mesh 

turbomachinery. 
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Some research results can solve practical tasks in other industries, including increasing the efficiency of energy 

conversion processes, electric power generation, transport systems of aviation and maritime profiles, and actively using 

interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches to research and design works. 

3. Research Methodology 

These fundamental and applied scientific studies use the well-known methodology [47] with an interdisciplinary 

approach, always considering a set of the following processes and conditions: 

 Blade and vortex, pump (or compressor), and turbine workflows; 

 Coalescence and dispersion processes, cavitation in liquid and gas-liquid mixtures, separation in multiphase media; 

 Workflows in the presence of solid particles in a fluid flow, at a point or distributed power input, at series and 

parallel connection of machines, in one-stage or multistage machinery, flow processes considering hydraulic 

friction and impact losses with partial pressure recovery at constant and variable resistance coefficients; 

 The development or attenuation of individual hydrodynamic (gas-dynamic) processes in different points of the 

engine working chamber when changing the parameters of the working fluid; 

 The features of changes in the physical properties of the liquid or gas-liquid mixture at different points in the 

machine flow path; 

 Conditions of presence (or absence) of axial symmetry for solid walls in flow channels (and for the fluid flow); 

 Conditions and methods used for machine regulation; 

 Conditions for a steady (or impulse) flow regime in individual zones and flow channels. 

Figure 1 shows a flowchart to explain the research methodology. 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart to explain the research methodology 

This paper presents the results of calculations and computer simulation. As part of the ongoing research, laboratory 
tests of micromodels on bench installations were conducted in 2020–2021 and published earlier [1–5]. Such physical 
laboratory experiments test individual scientific principles and the performance of nodes and elements. The study object 
is a set of gas-dynamic and hydrodynamic processes under the stationary and non-stationary regimes of flow through 
rotating and fixed channels with a mesh structure. 

Development of a working hypothesis for several 

working processes in one jet apparatus 

Development of a diagram of a new jet device 

Computer simulation of a jet device 

Developing a 3D model of a jet device and 

creating a layout on a 3D printer 

Patenting of a new technical solution in the field 

of jet devices 
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in the field of jet devices 
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This study discusses the development of mesh-jet devices, including advancing Euler's ideas and proposed as a 
continuation to the already published materials [1–6]. The research results are used to develop new models and 
prototypes. Individual developments are patented, and inventions are prepared and formalized within the philosophy of 
technology. The research results are the basis for future applied R&D works. It is also possible to assume the need for 
an additional tool in the form of a transdisciplinary approach. It is well-known that transdisciplinarity complements 
disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches. Here, we are talking about only one form of transdisciplinarity called 
"experimental transdisciplinarity," using a well-defined procedure that has an acceptable (for the scientific community) 
level of reproduction, including its results. 

The analysis of scientific and technical information was carried out within the framework of deductive logic, building 
a logical and methodological procedure for the transition from the general to the particulars during the reasoning process. 
Individual arguments and hypotheses are presented within the framework of inductive logic, with a general conclusion 
drawn based on particular premises. In the common understanding, induction is a cognitive procedure with a 
generalizing statement deduced from a comparison of the available facts. Some reasoning use the reduction principle – 
reducing complex to simple, higher to lower, the whole to the properties of parts, and the parts to the specifics of the 
whole. In the conventional sense, the reduction is a logical and methodological procedure of presenting a complex object 
as a sum of simple elements that makes it available for analysis. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Development of Schematics for Promising Jet Devices 

During the ongoing research, the utility model application No. 2022123131 was prepared [48]. It refers to the 
production and design of jet technology in various industries. In particular, the claimed technical solution can be applied 
to developing jet control systems for energy-saving technologies in the oil and gas fields. 

The technical problem, which the claimed utility model addresses is to expand the regulation range of operating 
parameters. To solve the above technical problem, the jet device contains sources of working and pumped media, a 
nozzle diaphragm, and a working chamber with an annular channel with guide blades placed with the formation of flow 
channels between the blades, isolated from each other. According to the utility model, the jet device has a control unit 
for turning the nozzle diaphragm to change the flow direction of the mixture of the working and pumped media. The 
outlet of the working chamber with the annular channel has a system of multi-directional nozzles, forming a multi-
channel system of flow channels between the guide blades to feed the mixture of working and pumped media from the 
nozzle diaphragm through the annular channel of the working chamber. 

In some specific cases of the device, the control unit for turning the nozzle diaphragm to change the flow direction 
of the working medium is made in the form of a spherical joint, and the annular channel of the working chamber has a 
conical deflector with the ability to move in the vertical direction. The achievable technical results are to provide changes 
in the flow direction of the working and pumped media mixture and unequal distribution of gas (or liquid) along the 
flow channels at different gas or liquid mass flow rates in each of these channels. The flexible control system makes it 
possible to expand the scope of the proposed jet device because, besides the pressure and mass flow rate, it is also 
possible to regulate the direction of flows in a wide range within the geometric sphere. Figure 2 shows the scheme of 
the developed jet device with a longitudinal section (the conical deflector is in the upper position). Figure 3 shows the 
isometric scheme of the jet device. Figure 4 shows the scheme of the jet device with a longitudinal section (the conical 
deflector is in the lower position when turning the outlet channel of the nozzle diaphragm at a certain preset angle). 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of the developed jet device according to the application for utility model of the Russian Federation No. 

2022123131 (the conic deflector is in the upper position): 1 – working medium source; 2 – nozzle diaphragm; 3 – pumped 

medium source; 4 – working chamber; 5 – guide blades; 6 –nozzle system; 7 –nozzle system; 8 – control node for deflection 

and change of the working medium flow direction; 9 – conic deflector. 
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Figure 3. Isometric scheme of the developed jet device by the application for utility model of the Russian Federation No. 

2022123131 

 

Figure 4. Scheme of the jet device by the application for utility model of the Russian Federation No. 2022123131 (the conic 

deflector is in the lower position) 

The jet device works as follows:  

The working medium source 1 supplies the working medium to the nozzle diaphragm 2. After forming in the nozzle 

diaphragm 2, the working jet enters the annular channel of the working chamber 4. The pumped medium from source 3 

flows to the working medium jet, passing through the annular channel of working chamber 4. Control node 8 provides 

deflection and directional change of the working medium flow considering the current technological problem. 

Then the pumped medium, mixed with the flow of the working medium, goes to the flow channels of the nozzle 

system 6 and/or 7, depending on the current technological task. The working and pumped medium can be liquids, gases, 

or gas-liquid mixtures with different ratios of components. The flow regime of the working medium through the nozzle 

diaphragm 2 can be steady-state or unsteady (for example, pulse regime, according to a specified law of change in gas-

dynamic parameters, considering the conditions of the current technological problem). From the outlets of the flow 

channels of the nozzle systems 6 and 7, the mixture of the working and pumped media flows further into the process 

line (not shown in the figures) to the reception of the consumer or several consumers (not shown in the figures). 
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Nozzle diaphragm 2 and control node 8 provide an opportunity to supply the working and pumped media in different 

directions within a geometrical sphere, depending on the shape and number of nozzles 6 and 7, forming a multi-channel 

working chamber with a mesh structure of channels. Depending on the spatial position of nozzle diaphragm 2 and conical 

deflector 9 (and considering their geometrical dimensions), the working medium flow conditions and mixing conditions 

of working and pumped media flows in the flowing channels of nozzles 6 and 7 change. During this, values of mass 

flow rates, pressures, temperature, Coriolis and Boussinesq coefficients, and other gas-dynamic (hydrodynamic) 

parameter change in the mentioned channels. Accordingly, the parameters of momentum (power impulse) of working 

and mixed flows and velocity profiles in the cross-section of each channel change. 

Figure 2 shows a scheme of the jet device with a longitudinal section when the conical deflector 9 is in the upper 

position. The outlet sections of the flow channels of the nozzle system 6 can be located in a plane perpendicular to the 

flow direction from the nozzle diaphragm 2, as shown in Figure 2. Here, the mixed flow of the working and pumped 

media can be evenly distributed along the specified flow channels (if the mass flow rate of gas or liquid in each channel 

is equal). Turning the nozzle diaphragm 2 provides a non-uniform distribution of gas or liquid through flow channels 

(at different values of the mass flow rate of gas or liquid in each channel, with a possibility to direct the entire working 

flow into one of the flow channels). 

Figure 4 shows a scheme of the jet device with a longitudinal section when the conical deflector 9 is in the lower 

position. The outlet sections of the flow channels of the nozzle system 7 can be arranged in parallel, as shown in the 

figures. Here, the mixed flow of the working and pumped media can be evenly distributed along the flow channels (if 

the mass flow rates of the gas or liquid in each channel are equal). Turning the nozzle diaphragm 2 provides a non-

uniform distribution of gas or liquid through flow channels (at different values of the mass flow rate of gas or liquid in 

each channel, with a possibility to direct the entire working flow into one of the flow channels). 

Other variants of gas (liquid) flow distribution in flow channels of nozzles 6 and 7 are also possible. In the general 

case, flow channels, which form a mesh structure, provide an opportunity for supply working and pumped media in 

different directions within the geometrical sphere due to the shape of these flow channels and control node 8. 

With control node 8, by directing the fluid flow into one or more flow channels, it is possible to control the operation 

of the jet device, using it to solve many technical and technological problems in various industries. Thus, the proposed 

jet device provides a flexible control system that makes it possible, in addition to pressure and mass flow rate, to change 

the direction of flows in a wide range within the geometric sphere, expanding the scope of the proposed jet device. 

Figure 5 shows a picture of the micromodel, which is a prototype of the jet device according to the application for utility 

model of the Russian Federation No. 2022123131. 

 

Figure 5. Picture of the micromodel (a prototype of the jet device) according to the application for utility model of the 

Russian Federation No. 2022123131 

This research included a computer simulation of the developed jet system for the following conditions: working air 

– air; the gas temperature at the nozzle inlet 191°C, ambient space – 20°C; gas pressure at the nozzle inlet – 1519875 

Pa, ambient space – 101325 Pa; nozzle outlet diameter – 5.5 mm, using FloEFD (Flow Simulation) software package 

for computer simulation and computational study. The 3D model was built using the SolidWorks CAD system. During 

modeling, the complete system of Navier-Stokes equations, described by mathematical expressions of the laws of mass, 

energy, and momentum conservation, was solved with the automatic setting of the turbulence parameters by default. 

The turbulent viscosity model "k-ε" was used to calculate the turbulence parameters for the closure of the system of 

Navier-Stokes equations. The computer had the following parameters: CPU type: Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-6200UCPU @ 

2.30GHz; CPU speed: 2401 MHz; RAM: 8065 MB; operating system: Windows 10. 
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Figures 6 to 8 show the individual results of the computer simulation. This version of the jet device should be 

considered concerning three-dimensional space, and this version corresponds to the three-dimensional model presented 

in Figures 2–4. The total number of cells was 490065 to 495756, the computation time was 17090 to 17722 s, and the 

number of iterations was 1500. In the patenting stage of the developed technical solution, the computer simulation 

included checking the jet system performance. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 6. Computer simulation results with the centered nozzle position with the exit of the flows through the axial channels 

a) - Mach number (in the longitudinal section); b) - velocity (in the cross-section); c) - pressure (in the longitudinal section); 

d) - temperature (in the longitudinal section). 

In this example (Figure 6), one flow from the nozzle is divided into three-dimensional space into eight channels. 

When turning the nozzle, the mass flow rate of the working gas can be unevenly distributed along these eight 

channels. In a particular case, it is possible to direct the entire flow of the working gas into one of these eight 

channels. 

Turning the nozzle by 10° (Figure 7) makes it possible to direct the working gas flow through the radial channel. 

Here, the final deflection angle of the flow is 90°. Accordingly, the deflection angle of the velocity vector (thrust vector) 

is 90°. This example demonstrates the simultaneous use of two different methods designed to control the velocity vector 

(thrust vector). The first method uses a rotating nozzle, and the second method uses a deflector made as a curved tube 

with a radial exit channel. The simultaneous use of two different control methods gives a synergistic effect. If we denote 

the angular displacement velocity of the nozzle as 𝜐𝜔 and the angular displacement velocity of the velocity vector as, 

Υ𝜔 it is possible to write the relation Υ𝜔 > 𝜐𝜔. If only one control method with a rotating nozzle was used, then Υ𝜔 =

𝜐𝜔. With such equality of velocities, it would take nine times longer to turn the velocity vector (thrust vector) by 90°. A 

deflector made in the form of a curvilinear tube with flow reversal by 180° can reduce the time spent on flow switching 

by 18 times. Thus, the synergistic effect of the simultaneous use of two different control methods will increase the speed 

of the jet control system, which will positively impact improving the safety and reliability of equipment (technology) as 

a whole (Figure 8). 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7. Computer simulation results with flow exit through the radial channel: a) - Mach number (in the longitudinal 

section); b) - velocity (in the cross-section); c) - pressure (in the longitudinal section 

 

Figure 8. Computer simulation results with flow exit through the axial channel and radial channel (Mach number) 
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Figure 9 shows a prototype of a similar jet control system but with five output channels. Four channels are in a plane 

perpendicular to the main flow direction coming out of the nozzle, and one is coaxial to the nozzle. 

 

Figure 9. Prototype of the jet control system with five output channels (variant) 

4.2. Discussion of Schematics of Jet Devices within Advancing Euler's Ideas 

Note that different structures of jet devices have been developed. Each such original structure can be considered an 

integral part of the general group of jet devices. Thus, it is well-known that the individual elements of the jet device can 

be on a swivelling carriage or the rotating rotor as part of a turbomachine. The flow direction of the working medium 

can change over time. From the science of pneumonic, jet devices with several mixing chambers with nozzle diaphragms 

equipped with a control system to change the flow direction of the working medium are known. The working medium 

flows to one or the other mixing chamber, depending on the current technical problem. Recently, new technological 

solutions have been developed and patented for jet devices with a mesh structure of flow channels in nozzles and mixing 

chambers. Using parallel or sequential connections of jet devices (or their separate parts and units) is well-known. 

Several different workflows can be in the jet device. Multi-flow jet devices with several working media and various 

pumped media used simultaneously are known. Here, the flow regime through the nozzle diaphragm can be stationary 

or non-stationary. The flow regime through the mixing chamber can also be stationary or non-stationary. If the nozzle 

operation in the mixing chamber is stationary, the flow regime may be non-stationary. The jet device can be stationary 

or moving in three-dimensional space. The ejection regime can also be implemented in rotor channels of the 

turbomachine, advancing Euler's ideas. The history of turbines partially preserved materials of correspondence between 

Leonhard Euler and Janosz-Androsz Segner [49]. As is known, Leonhard Euler proposed considering the rotating part 

(turbine rotor) and the stationary part (turbine guide apparatus) together at the system level [49, 50]. Leonhard Euler 

also proposed using curvilinear pipes to form the flow path of a hydraulic machine, both in designing the rotor and 

guiding apparatus (stator or nozzle diaphragm). This correspondence with Segner on the design of hydraulic machines 

reflects many of Euler's ideas, whose relevance has survived to this day. Euler's idea of combining several curvilinear 

pipes into a single unit can be applied in developing promising multi-stream and mesh jet devices. 

Within the philosophy of technology, we can ask the following question. If all known jet devices are a set of facts 

and particular cases, as a set of parts from the whole, then how should we characterize this whole or general? At least 

for educational purposes, such a question is worth considering. We can try deriving a generalizing statement by 

comparing the available facts within inductive logic. Generally, a jet device is a system that contains the following 

subsystems: a multi-flow nozzle diaphragm with a velocity vector (thrust vector) control system, a multi-flow receiving 

chamber with the control system, a multi-flow mixing chamber with a control system, and multi-flow diffuser with a 

control system. Here, the listed subsystems can change their position in three-dimensional space (including participation 

in rotational motion) and the shape and size of individual channels. In a particular case (and in the simplest one), a jet 

device contains the following elements: a working nozzle, a receiving chamber, a mixing chamber, and a diffuser. This 

simplified specified case is suitable for popularizing jet technology in stationary operating regimes, but more complex 

practical problems will also require a more complex diagram for developing cost-effective jet devices. In this regard, 

for educational purposes, it is possible to consider questions about the classification of jet devices as philosophical 

questions about the relationship of general and particular, complex and simple, with consideration of system and 

subsystems, class of jet devices, and separate subclasses included in this class. Figure 10 shows one of the possible 

variants – a multi-flow mesh jet device. 
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Figure 10. Scheme of the mesh jet device (variant): 1 – nozzle diaphragm with control system; 2 – inlet to multi-flow mixing 

chamber; 3–8 – outputs from multi-flow mixing chamber; 9 – characteristic point; 10 – external force vector 

This variant of the jet device should be considered concerning three-dimensional space, and it partially corresponds 

to the model presented in Figures 2 to 4. In this example, channels 4, 6, and 8 direct the flows mainly along a cylindrical 

surface, and channels 3, 5, and 7 direct the flows predominantly along a single flat surface. Through inlet 2, the mixing 

chamber can receive media from the ambient space. Here, several basic operating regimes are possible when the working 

medium flow from nozzle diaphragm 1 can be: 

 Distributed (evenly or unevenly) over outlet channels 3–8; 

 Distributed (evenly or unevenly) only over outlet channels 3, 5, and 7; 

 Distributed (evenly or unevenly) only through outlet channels 4, 6, and 8; 

 Directed to one of the outlet channels 3–8. 

The external force 10 can impact the jet device elements. Characteristic point 9 can occupy different positions 

relative to the jet device, considering the current technical problem. For the movable jet devices, characteristic point 9 

may be the center of mass of the jet device or the product as a whole. When using rotating elements, the characteristic 

point 9 may be a point on the axis of rotation. It can be assumed that such a jet device (Figure 10) can be applied to 

various practical tasks (in addition to the well-known pumping and compressor technologies). It is possible to show 

some guidelines (directions) for developing scientific research in the field of mesh jet devices beforehand: 

 A jet device – mixer. Using the proposed mesh jet systems, methods of efficient mixing fuel gas with steam and 

air to form a multicomponent homogeneous mixture can be developed, including ejector schemes combined with 

a mesh turbomachine (including for energy saving); 

 A jet device – propulsor. At all times, the following problems in the field of propulsors remain relevant: increasing 

the efficiency of workflows and developing new ergonomic man-machine control systems of vehicles for three-

dimensional space. Technologies for controlling high-temperature gas jets using low-temperature or cold actuators 

may be of particular scientific and practical interest. When developing offshore oil and gas fields, work on energy 

saving and developing effective systems of dynamic positioning for drilling and transport vessels and submarines 

are very relevant. 

 A jet device – gas generator. It is well-known that gasification makes the use of solid and liquid fuel more 

convenient and more efficient for energy saving. 

 A jet device – heat exchanger. This direction of work on energy saving could be developed using mesh jet devices 

and hybrid turbomachines. 

Also, a variant of "A jet device – turbomachine" can be considered [1–6, 51]. A brief discussion of the turbine 

mathematical model uses the following symbols: the absolute gas temperature at the turbine inlet is 𝑇0, the adiabatic 

exponent is 𝑘0, the gas constant is, 𝑅0 the average isobaric heat capacity is 𝑐𝑝0 for the flow through the turbine, the 

efficiency factor for the turbine is, 𝜂0 the mass flow of gas through the turbine is �̇�0., the gas pressure at the turbine inlet 

is 𝑃0 and at the outlet is 𝑃2. 

When discussing a given topic, it is possible to use well-known mathematical dependencies usually used when 

discussing various heat machines and turbojet engines [52]. The degree of pressure reduction in a turbine: 

𝜋0 =
𝑃0

𝑃2
  (1) 
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Specific turbine work: 

𝐿0 =
𝑘0

𝑘0−1
𝑅0𝑇0 (1 − 𝜋0

1−𝑘0
𝑘0 ) 𝜂0  (2) 

Gas temperature after the turbine: 

𝑇20 = 𝑇0 (1 − (1 − 𝜋0

1−𝑘0
𝑘0 ) 𝜂0)  (3) 

The patenting stage of the technical solution included calculations confirming the performance of the proposed jet 

system coupled with turbomachine. In calculations, the working gas is methane (such as gas from a gas well with high 

reservoir pressure). The pumped gas (methane) temperature 𝑇0at the turbine inlet changes from 270 К to 600 К, the gas 

constant 𝑅0 = 523 J/(kg*K), and the adiabatic exponent 𝑘0 = 1.31. In some variants, 𝑃0 = 10, MPa, 𝑃2 = 0.6 MPa, 

and the efficiency factor for the turbine 𝜂0  takes values from 0.5 to 0.9. Table 1 and Figure 11 partially present the 

information on calculations. 

Table 1. Calculation results 

𝑻𝟎 L 𝜼𝟎 

К MJ/kg / 

270 0.15 0.50 

400 0.21 0.50 

500 0.27 0.50 

600 0.32 0.50 

270 0.17 0.60 

400 0.26 0.60 

500 0.32 0.60 

600 0.39 0.60 

270 0.20 0.70 

400 0.30 0.70 

500 0.38 0.70 

600 0.45 0.70 

270 0.23 0.80 

400 0.34 0.80 

500 0.43 0.80 

600 0.52 0.80 

270 0.26 0.90 

400 0.39 0.90 

500 0.48 0.90 

600 0.58 0.90 

 

Figure 11. Calculated dependence of specific turbine work L0 on working gas temperature T0 at different values of turbine 

efficiency η0 (in the range from 0.5 to 0.9) 
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The late stage of gas field development requires a solution to the urgent problem of energy saving associated with 

operating booster compressor stations at an inlet pressure of 𝑃1 ≤ 0.5 MPa. Under these conditions, it is difficult to 

provide cost-effective operation of expensive turbines and compressors a rapid change (decrease) in formation pressure 

at producing wells. However, gas energy loses and dissipates in the choke at the mouth of each well with high-reservoir 

pressure. Eco-friendly gas energy from wells with high reservoir pressure can be used to operate a booster compressor 

station and for cost-effective operation of production wells with low reservoir pressure. Here, power consumption from 

an external source reduces by 30...50%, considering the specifics of gas field development. Mesh turbines equipped 

with jet control systems will help solve the mentioned problems. 

The well-known models of turbines (and turbomachines in general) mainly focus on obtaining the highest possible 

value for the efficiency factor. Calculations show that a high-efficiency turbine with 𝜂0 = 0.9 can have power at the 

level of 3 MW at a mass flow rate of gas through the turbine �̇�0 = 10 kg/s. Note the following point when conducting 

the analysis. A less efficient turbine with 𝜂0 = 0.5 can have this capacity at 3 MW at a mass flow rate of gas through 

the turbine �̇�0 = 10 kg/s, but it will be necessary to heat the working gas to a temperature of 550 K. The decision on 

the best variant in the equipment selection can be made after performing technical and economic calculations, 

considering the capital and operating costs and changing conditions of gas field development over time. Here, it is 

necessary to consider that equipment with a higher efficiency coefficient cost more, and the payback period of such 

equipment is longer. It is essential to be able to select the equipment on the criterion of "efficiency-cost". However, an 

additional issue may arise, and it is quite a complex issue that goes beyond the scope of one paper – a question of some 

mismatch of economic interests of the equipment manufacturer and the equipment buyer when discussing the above 

criterion. 

A list of questions has been prepared to train designers reasonably to discuss the conceptual design stage and when 

preparing the technical assignment. For example, the list of questions for the nozzle design is shown in Table 2, and that 

for the mixing chamber design – in Table 3. 

Table 2. Questions for the nozzle design 

No. 
Questions 

(On the nozzle or nozzle device design) 

The answer is 

“Yes” 

The answer is 

“No” 

1 The nozzle has a traditional shape Yes No 

2 The nozzle with the central body Yes No 

3 The nozzle with the axisymmetric shape of channels Yes No 

4 The outlet channel area was also adjustable Yes No 

5 The outlet channel shape was also adjustable Yes No 

6 Temperature is constant on points at the outlet cross-section Yes No 

7 Velocity is constant on points at the outlet cross-section Yes No 

8 Density is constant on points at the outlet cross-section Yes No 

9 More than one inlet channel Yes No 

10 More than one output channel Yes No 

11 More than one working body Yes No 

12 The nozzle has moved (including rotating) parts Yes No 

13 The flow regime is unsteady Yes No 

14 Phase transitions occur Yes No 

15 Chemical reactions occur Yes No 

16 The working body interacts with the environment Yes No 

17 The properties of the environment (including temperature, pressure, and density) change Yes No 

18 The environmental flow washes the solid walls of the nozzle Yes No 

19 The product body contains the nozzle solid walls Yes No 

20 The nozzle has a thrust vector (velocity vector) control system Yes No 

21 A fast thrust vector (velocity vector) control system is used Yes No 

22 The thrust vector deflection angle ranges from +180 degrees to -180° within a geometric sphere Yes No 

23 Supersonic flow velocity at the nozzle exit Yes No 

24 restrictions on the flow velocity existing at the nozzle exit Yes No 

25 Flow temperature limitations exist at the nozzle exit Yes No 

26 restrictions on the flow noise level existing at the nozzle outlet Yes No 

27 Limitations on the nozzle weight and size exist Yes No 

28 Restrictions exist on the properties of structural materials for manufacturing the nozzle (and its elements) Yes No 
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29 Limitations exist on the nozzle operation time exist Yes No 

30 Additional requirements for nozzle performance assessment exist Yes No 

31 Additional requirements for nozzle performance assessment in terms of "efficiency-price" exist Yes No 

32 Stationary operating mode for the working body source (the working medium or media) Yes No 

33 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine-engine " Yes No 

34 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine-executor" Yes No 

35 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine-propulsor" Yes No 

36 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine- gas generator" Yes No 

37 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine- heat exchanger" Yes No 

38 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine- mixer" Yes No 

39 The nozzle is used as part of a turbomachine - "machine-separator" Yes No 

40 The nozzle is used as part of a hybrid machine (or system) Yes No 

41 The nozzle is used as a part of a jet device (or jet system) Yes No 

42 Nozzle channels contain multi-component, multiphase fluid Yes No 

43 Ability to select and switch operating modes in response to changes in the technical problem Yes No 

Table 3. Questions for the design of the mixing chamber (MC) to the jet device 

No. 
Questions 

(On the mixing chamber design) 

The answer is 

“Yes” 

The answer 

is “No” 

1 MC has a traditional shape Yes No 

2 MC with the central body Yes No 

3 MC with the axisymmetric shape of channels Yes No 

4 The outlet channel area was also adjustable Yes No 

5 The outlet channel shape was also adjustable Yes No 

6 Temperature is constant on points at the outlet cross-section Yes No 

7 Velocity is constant on points at the outlet cross-section Yes No 

8 Density is constant on points at the outlet cross-section Yes No 

9 More than one inlet channel Yes No 

10 More than one output channel Yes No 

11 More than one working body Yes No 

12 MC has moved (including rotating) parts Yes No 

13 The flow regime is unsteady Yes No 

14 Phase transitions occur Yes No 

15 Chemical reactions occur Yes No 

16 The working body interacts with the environment Yes No 

17 The properties of the environment (including temperature, pressure, and density) change Yes No 

18 The environmental flow washes the solid walls of the nozzle Yes No 

19 The product body contains the nozzle solid walls Yes No 

20 The nozzle has a thrust vector (velocity vector) control system Yes No 

21 A fast thrust vector (velocity vector) control system is used Yes No 

22 The thrust vector deflection angle ranges from +180 degrees to -180° within a geometric sphere Yes No 

23 Supersonic flow velocity at the nozzle exit Yes No 

24 Restrictions on the flow velocity existing at the nozzle exit Yes No 

25 Flow temperature limitations exist at the nozzle exit Yes No 

26 Restrictions on the flow noise level existing at the nozzle outlet Yes No 

27 Limitations on the nozzle weight and size exist Yes No 

28 Restrictions exist on the properties of structural materials for manufacturing the nozzle (and its elements) Yes No 

29 Limitations exist on the nozzle operation time exist Yes No 

30 Additional requirements for nozzle performance assessment exist Yes No 

31 Additional requirements for nozzle performance assessment in terms of "efficiency-price" exist Yes No 

32 Stationary operating mode for the working body source (the working medium or media) Yes No 

33 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine-engine " Yes No 

34 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine-executor" Yes No 
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35 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine-propulsor" Yes No 

36 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine- gas generator" Yes No 

37 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine- heat exchanger" Yes No 

38 The nozzle is used as a part of a turbomachine - "machine- mixer" Yes No 

39 The nozzle is used as part of a turbomachine - "machine-separator" Yes No 

40 The nozzle is used as part of a hybrid machine (or system) Yes No 

41 The nozzle is used as a part of a jet device (or jet system) Yes No 

42 Nozzle channels contain multi-component, multiphase fluid Yes No 

43 Ability to select and switch operating modes in response to changes in the technical problem Yes No 

44 Possibility of creating hybrid systems Yes No 

45 The MC flow channels were shaped using curved tubes Yes No 

46 The MC flow channels were shaped using straight tubes Yes No 

47 Several MCs are connected in series Yes No 

48 Several MCs are connected in parallel Yes No 

49 The passive flow is adjustable Yes No 

50 The active flow is adjustable Yes No 

51 Additional requirements exist for the properties of the working body at the MC inlet Yes No 

52 Additional requirements exist for the properties of the working body at the MC outlet Yes No 

53 Additional requirements exist for the process of energy supply in MC channels Yes No 

54 Additional requirements exist for the process of redistribution of energy in MC channels Yes No 

55 Additional requirements exist for the process of energy extraction from MC channels Yes No 

56 
Additional requirements exist for the simultaneous implementation of several workflows in the MC channel 

(including when working on new physical principles) 
Yes No 

By selecting the answer options to the questions posed, it is possible to prepare a preliminary design description for 

the designed product. During the design and research work, the list of questions in Tables 2 and 3 can be expanded (or 

shortened). The listed questions emphasize the variety of designs of jet devices that have already been created and that 

are to be created. It is reasonable to consider the listed questions when further improving the methodology of design of 

the jet devices intended for various industries. 

4.3. Discussion of Individual Issues on Patenting of Scientific and Technical Developments 

Continuing scientific research involves the patenting of individual developments to consolidate the results of 

intellectual activity. Given the experience gained, the analysis [53] advises conducting the preparation and formalization 

of inventions within the philosophy of technology. Note that P. K. Engelmeyer's philosophy of technology [53] 

succeeded as a new scientific trend comprising 1) the definition of technology in historical terms; 2) the inexhaustibility 

of technology possibilities; 3) the identification of fundamental features of technology, without which it is unthinkable 

both as a material and social phenomenon – the principle of transformation; 4) basis and methodology of technical 

knowledge addressed to the past, present and future. 

At the stage of solving any technical or technological problem in energy saving, where various hybrid versions of 

jet devices are applicable, it is advisable to use additional tools from the theory of inventive problem solving [54]. In 

the framework of invention development and during educational work related to the training of designers, it is also 

advisable to advance according to the scheme "from simple to complex" using inductive and deductive logic with 

reasoning from the philosophy of technology. 

4.4. Some Generalizations 

A summary of the scientific research results performed in 2020 and 2022 [1–6, 55–59] makes it possible to state the 

following: 

 As part of advancing Euler's ideas, a new scientific direction for the study of mesh turbomachines equipped with 

mesh jet control systems has been formed; 

 For the first time, the issue of turbomachines, where the individual rotor blades alternately cyclically perform 

either the turbine function or the compressor (or pump) function, became subject to extensive discussion; 

 For the first time, the issue of extreme working conditions of a new mesh jet control system becomes subject to 

extensive discussion, and for the first time, it has been shown that at the nozzle outlet, the jet can deflect an angle 

from +180° to −180°within the geometric sphere. 
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The scope of the obtained results includes power engineering, oil and gas production and processing, and dynamic 

positioning systems as part of the development of offshore hydrocarbon fields. Individual results can apply to aviation 

and marine transportation systems. 

This research paper solved the following main project tasks: 

 It revealed promising directions for developing technologies and techniques using mesh jet devices; 

 It revealed new opportunities for improving the methodology of designing mesh jet devices within the training of 

modern designers because of the proposed novel modifications of mesh jet devices and a direction of work for 

advancing Euler's ideas. 

Within the advancement of Euler's ideas, a new scientific direction for studying and developing mesh turbomachines 

equipped with mesh jet control systems has been formed. It is well-known that the classification of turbomachines should 

reflect the level of historical development of this technique. However, it is possible to suggest the following. The 

classification of jet devices should also reflect plans (possible variants) for developing jet devices so that a student or 

graduate student could see more clearly prospects to apply his forces in science and technology and that a young scientist 

could also see the outlines of that "new," which is possible to create, but this "new" does not exist yet physically. 

In general, the basic schematics of a multi-flow jet device can be (expediently) applied to the basic schematics of 

the entire class of jet devices. Based on this basic scheme, it is possible to make a logical transition to any known jet 

device included in the known subclass or a new (not yet created) subclass of jet devices. Within the framework of 

philosophical reasoning, this paper raises the question of the possibility of forming additional subclasses (subsystems). 

For educational purposes and within the framework of the philosophy of technology (for the training of designers), this 

paper proposes to consider the following additional subclasses of jet devices: "Jet device – mixer," "Jet device – 

propulsor," "Jet device – gas generator," "Jet device – heat exchanger," and "Jet device – turbomachine." It is also 

possible to consider the main workflow or several main workflows in a hybrid jet machine. It is possible to consider one 

or more energy sources in a hybrid jet device, including sources operating on different physical principles. In this regard, 

at the discussion stage, the authors of the paper proposed the following definition: "Generally, a jet device is a system 

that contains the following subsystems: a multi-flow nozzle diaphragm with a velocity vector (thrust vector) control 

system, a multi-flow receiving chamber with the control system, a multi-flow mixing chamber with the control system, 

and a multi-flow diffuser with the control system." We are talking about several workflows occurring on one jet device. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1. Scientific Novelty 

Selected issues about the synergistic effect of the simultaneous use of two (or more) different control methods 

designed to control the velocity vector (thrust vector) are studied. Examples are considered where two different control 

methods were used simultaneously. The first method involves using a rotating nozzle, and the second one - a deflector 

made in the form of a curved tube with an outlet radial channel. This research showed that the synergistic effect of the 

simultaneous use of two different control methods would increase the speed of the jet control system by an order (and 

more). 

5.2. The Theoretical Contribution 

This paper put forward the working hypothesis: "In the general case, in the jet device, several workflows of energy 

transformation (or redistribution of energy) can occur in the flow of one fluid (the working body) or several flows of 

different fluids." This research has revealed the promising directions of theory development for creating jet devices of 

the new generation, including hybrid ones, and novel opportunities for the improvement of the methodology of jet device 

design to train designers. 

5.3. Practical Significance 

In the current conditions, the problem of energy savings in the implementation of production processes is the most 

urgent, and in this regard, the role of jet devices increases significantly. The scope of the obtained results includes power 

engineering, oil and gas production, and processing. Individual results can be applied to the field of aviation and marine 

transportation systems, including dynamic positioning systems. 

5.4. Limitations and Further Research 

Limitations related to the difficulty of calculating nonstationary processes within the existing gas and fluid dynamics 

as applied to mesh jet devices. At this research stage, the role of bench tests will be decisive in obtaining new scientific 

information. The research development can relate to evaluating the scientific and practical potential of hybrid mesh jet 

devices. 
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